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About This Game

Caution
As this game was created using RPG Maker, the following features exclusive to the RPG Maker engine listed below can be

used.
To take a screenshot using the Steam Overlay feature, please change the function key to any key other than F12.

F12: Reset the game

Alt + Enter: Toggle Full screen/Window mode

Helen knows little about who she is―or even where she is―and she's dying to find out more. Stranded on a floating island with
a labyrinthine castle just begging to be explored, Helen lets her curiosity get the better of her. Fortunately for Helen, she's more

than capable of taking care of herself.
Armed with a plethora of weapons she finds along the way on her journey, Helen must battle monsters, collect new equipment,

and uncover the many secrets of her mysterious home.
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Helen spends the game fighting on her own, and she wouldn't have it any other way. Using the game’s unique 1-on-1 combat
system, Helen can collect weapons and toggle between them during battle as the situation dictates.

Take advantage of the passage of time and knowledge of your opponents to quickly swap in the right weapon for the job and
finish off your foes before they have the chance to react.

Enhance weapons using experience points collected from defeated enemies, collect new weapons hidden deep inside the
labyrinth, and put together the ultimate arsenal.

Equip and upgrade weapons of all shapes and sizes―from bows and shields, to broadswords and devastating magic spells.
Learning when to use each weapon is the ultimate key to victory.

Helen
Our heroine. A girl of few words.

Ardis
A man who lives with Helen.

The Demon King
Ruler of the terrifying Four Lords.

Undead Knight
He seems to appear wherever Helen goes.

Zack
Another adventuring hero.

The Fairy
The hero Zack's attendant.
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Death is not the End.

Death can come swiftly in the world of Helen's Mysterious Castle―but it's not the end of the adventure. Every time Helen
perishes, she'll reawaken in the cabin with a piping hot Salisbury steak ready to be eaten. Gobbling up this delicious meal will

grant a permanent increase to her lifeline, rendering otherwise-unbeatable foes just a little bit easier.

FAQ

FAQ
Q. Does Helen level up?

A. While Helen herself does not level up, her items can be enhanced using experience points.

Q. There is a glitch or aspect ratio issue in the game.
A. Please switch to Window mode by pressing F4 or Alt + Enter.

Q. Is there a game manual?
A. There is a ReadMe file available inside your Steam directory:

C:\Program Files\Steam\steamapps\common\Helen's Mysterious Castle\helen

Q. Why does the Japanese version crash?
A. The Japanese-language coding in this game runs only on Japanese system locales. If you want to play the game in Japanese

and it crashes, please change your system locale to Japanese.
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This is a inexpensive game where you shoot the crap out of hundreds of robot's at a time. It's a good game if you just want to
shoot the crap out of something while dodging enemy robots and is a lot of fun for a couple bucks.. noooooooooooooooooooooo
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ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
ooooooooooooooooooooonoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo. Excuse me. Why Mclaren F1
on raid.. Smooth, beautiful puzzle game. You learn the mechanics as you play, very intuitive, cool puzzles, soothing music. Even
the tiny addition of rewind sound effects are nice when taking back a move. Quite an enjoyable puzzle game all around, tough to
master some of the Angelic Puzzles, making fully conquering the game a sweet thinker.. Really well written, beautiful (and
addicting) game :). I honestly just don't get it. I love puzzles and I love ARGs, but this game confuses me. Every puzzle demands
that you enter a code, and there seem to be two variants: 1) codes that are found by simply reading a document given to you and
2) codes that are almost impossible to find because it requires knowledge only the developer would realistically have.

 At times, this game is too easy to even be considered a puzzler. At others, the game is not difficult, but very tedious and
obscure, requiring you to exhaust every feasible option and then some that make no sense at all. For example, one puzzle
demands that you learn another character's password... by guessing. You get some scant information about her and then have to
extrapolate from that her interests, which might lead you down the path towards the password. Unfortunately, there are a
hundred other possibilities that seem just as likely as the correct answer. If you're like me, you have to try them all.

Suffice to say that the reason I don't recommend this game is that it doesn't really have puzzles. You spend most of the game
endlessly staring at websites that yield no useful information, and can only progress when you stumble upon the information you
can use. Sometimes that information is far too hidden to find, anyway. It's a shame, because there are some points with some
puzzles that really demand brainpower, but this game is generally not good enough at being a puzzle game. When it can't do that,
the ARG novelty wears off and it just gets frustrating.
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At first I didnt like it, but once the difficulty rampped up, it was really enjoyable. Creepy and fun!!There were a LOT of areas
that I really had to push myself to keep going haha. This game blew me away at the improvements made. The story was more
interesting, albeit harder to follow - although it's possible I wasn't paying as much attention and am more tired - and slower.
However, the combat improvements more than make up for it. The lack of a completely overpowered stun which works even on
bosses makes it MUCH more balanced, and the party layout is also more traditional - 2 fighters, a mage, and a healer. Bosses do
a lot more damage, but unfortunately, have MUCH less HP than in Chosen 1. As such, they remain pushovers, which is truly a
loss, because this game could have had some interesting boss fights. Altogether, this is a MASSIVE improvement over the first
installment; I was extremely skeptical after the "To be continued..." but boy, I wasn't disappointed.

Play this for closure if you've played the first one. It's much, much better and more enjoyable. However, to newcomers of the
series - I'd still recommend some other RPG. However, for as cheap as this one is, if you want to save your cash - try it out. It's
pretty decent.
EDIT: Additionally, the girls undress as they take damage. And they're cute. So...selling point? One's your mom though. Hmm..
Shortest game ever beat it in five minuites.... ITS A MUST PLAY FOR EVERONE DEAD AND UP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Best
game of all time. Great puzzle game.
The art is beautiful, the atomesphere is subtle.. A classic match 3 franchise that made up a majority of my childhood, I can
always reccomend this entire series (minus Luxor Mahjongg). Vac f\u00f6r nothing but still gg. Game ended too quickly. I sat
and spoke with the statue of Lady Alanis for the entire duration and then it just ended with us looking at the moon with a very
vague story. I thought I would be able to proceed after our discussion but no, this was not the case. The verbiage is clearly
written by a foreigner as a lot the writing required decyphering.

Oktoberfest is here!:
Dear Friends!

Oktoberfest is coming to brighten your dull autumn weekdays! Take part in the Drinks festival in Sphere 3 and receive valuable
rewards along with unforgettable impressions!

Visit main towns and capitals and fins there a special festive tent with drinks. There you can accept unique festive quests.
Players, who've spent more than a year with us, definitely remember these beautiful Frau and their divine drinks.
Talk to Steward’s helper to accept the first quest.

First barrel!

Jump on the barrels to reach the top of the pile. The celebration always begins with the opening of the barrel. But everybody
knows, the tastiest ale is in the barrel on the top of the pile. Who is the brave person to climb there and bring it to the bottom? It
won’t be easy of course, but the reward is worth it!
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All sorts of pleasure!

To get into the festive spirit, you should try all the sorts of local ale. To start with, collect them all and bring to the steward!
Visit every tent of your faction and talk to their owners to get a mug of their special beer. When you collect them all, return to
the festive steward and bring him the mugs to receive valuable rewards.

Thievish visitors

We all like to drink a mug or two with friends during the holiday. But not everyone likes to return the mugs after that! It’s time
for you to get tough!
Kill monsters, collect mugs, and the reward won’t be slow in coming.

New Tastes

Festive steward asks you to deliver special sorts of ale to the festive tents. If you don’t know what to start with, talk to the girls at
the tents, they will be happy to provide you with some clues. Start the quest by talking to the festive steward.
Have fun at Oktoberfest, collect presents and get in the festive mood!

The event will last until October 10.

Good luck and have fun!. Altar of the Forgotten Ones is here!:
A sinister Altar of the Forgotten Ones has appeared in the Forgotten Lands.

The ground around the Altar is soaked with blood of champions who seek to claim it for the glory of their race. Capture the
Altar, and it will grant special bonuses to humans or demons..

Enable the “Other” map filter to find Altar of the Forgotten Ones on the map.

You will begin capturing the altar as soon as your character approaches it. An indicator on the right hand side of the screen will
display your progress.

As long as a human or a demon stay close to the Altar, the influence of their faction increases. Both factions can influence the
Altar at the same time, but neither side is going to make progress unless they outnumber characters from the other faction.

It takes 10 minutes for a single character to capture the Altar. Additional characters from your faction near the Altar will speed
up capture and the characters from the opposing faction will hinder it.

As long as Altar of the Forgotten Ones remains captured, the controlling faction receives the following bonuses
:
+50% collected gold
+25% gathered resources

The bonuses work only in the Forgotten Lands.

Once captured, the Altar cannot be retaken for the next hour. After one hour the Altar resets, leaves faction control and stops
providing bonuses.

The vicinity of the Altar is considered to be a PvP zone even on PvE servers. All characters will be flagged for PvP combat as
soon as they approach it.

The time of great battles is at hand!
. Controls update and translation credits:
Greetings, Commandos
Another patch is out, fixing a few things and introducing the game in new languages.
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The controls have been improved. You can now disable specific controllers – a feature requested by several players. Also, the
“Virtual Gamepad” should be available for anybody who prefers to play using a touchscreen. This is still an experimental feature
and we hope to receive more feedback about it by the community. Also, there was an issue of the game failing to save custom
gamepad mappings – this should be fixed and working properly as of today.
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[2dengine.com]
Huge thanks and shout-outs to the following people who have translated 8-Bit Commando in 13 different languages:

KingBork
[V]es[L]o
dollppin
DickDailyRX
Juiner
condor
HugoBDesigner & JAX BOY
MadByte
Roland Yonaba & Kevin Lovetere
Human Spider & HeavyBullet
Riccardo Bianconi

The game is still open for translations so please submit your corrections or translations at: http://2dengine.com/translate/?r=1

Thanks again to everybody who has contributed and keep on being awesome!. #ETL Competition Time!:
Today we released Escape The Labyrinth on Steam. To celebrate we are running a competition. It’s pretty simple, the person
with the highest score on the 1st of October will win a DeathAdder Elite Ergonomic Esports Gaming Mouse. However we have
a catch, If someone is able to figure out how to escape from our labyrinth and tweet us the finish, the competition will end and
this person will instantly win the gaming mouse. Think you have what it takes? Pick up your copy of Escape The Labyrinth
now!
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/920450/Escape_The_Labyrinth/

Terms and conditions for taking part in the ProjectKlowd’s Escape The Labyrinth Competition:

Purchase and install Escape The Labyrinth on the steam store.

Play Escape The Labyrinth and submit your score to the Global leaderboard.

Should a player complete the labyrinth before the competition duration has ended, this player will instantly win the prize and the
competition will end.

If you complete the labyrinth you MUST contact us via twitter or email with proof of completion e.g screenshot or video.

That's it! (Time frame for giveaway event September 15th - October 1st) Top of the leaderboard will win first prize unless the
labyrinth is completed.. PC Guru article!:

My favorite hobby as a teenager, besides video games was collecting video game magazines. I spent countless hours imagining
how a game would be just by watching grainy screenshots. Today printed magazines are almost gone and seeing one in real life
is very exciting. And even more exciting is seeing my own little game on one of the pages... a game magazine with my game on
it? My life is complete now!

Thank you PC Guru guys from Hungary!. Enhancement Update 105067 is now live!:
A host of new custom commanders, free for everyone!
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Added Locust, XOV, Reaver, spz58624, raizell, visionik, tykus24, mostlikely, nagasher, zancrowe, kevin4001,
damubbster, commandonut, sadiga, jt00010177, vidicarus

Previews here![forums.uberent.com]

Balance changes:

Removed friendly commander reclaim

Changed grenadier group preference to back

Changed default bounty to 0.25

POV Camera Mode, Spectator Selection, Holodeck Improvements

A POV camera mode that follows a unit and watches the action from their perspective! The default keybind for this is
Ctrl+Shift+M.

More details can be found on the following thread in our forums: https://forums.uberent.com/threads/new-pov-camera-
mode-testing.72119/

Alternative Win Conditions

Sudden death for teams (protect your weakest player)

Sim Speed Control for Local Servers

Added sim speed control for local servers with key bindings -/=

AI Improvements

Added AI shared armies

Added resume anywhere for AI games with no human players

Fixes

Fixed black screen joining game over state

Added social notifications when uberbar hidden

Fixed broken classic galactic war saves with missing combined unit_list.json for.ai and .player spec tags

Changed handling of look at player for spectators to use units

Changed label for dynamic alliances eco sharing from RESC to SHARE ECO
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Modding

Added Friendly_Commander reclaim type and excluded friendly commanders from default unit reclaim type.
Commander reclaim can be enabled again by adding Friendly_Commander to reclaim_types.

. Content Update - zug zug:

Editor content
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